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Let μ be an eigenvalue of a simple graph G with multiplicity 
k ≥ 1. A star complement for μ in G is an induced subgraph of 
G of order n −k with no eigenvalue μ. In this paper, we study 
the maximal graphs with the star Sm as a star complement 
for −2. The maximal graphs with S3, S4, S13 and S21 as a 
star complement for −2 are described. We also describe the 
regular graphs with K2,s (s ≥ 2) as a star complement for an 
eigenvalue μ.

© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Let G be a simple graph with vertex set V (G) = [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. The adjacency 
matrix of G is the n ×n matrix A(G) = (aij), where aij = 1 if vertex i is adjacent to vertex 
j, and 0 otherwise. We use the notation i ∼ j to indicate that i, j are adjacent. The eigen-
values of G are just the eigenvalues of A(G), denoted by λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn. Let E(μ) be 
the eigenspace of A(G) for an eigenvalue μ. (For more details on graph spectra, see [1].)
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Let μ be an eigenvalue of G with multiplicity k. A star set for μ in G is a subset 
X of V (G) such that |X| = k and μ is not an eigenvalue of G − X, where G − X is 
the subgraph of G induced by X := V (G) \X. In this situation H := G −X is called 
a star complement corresponding to μ. Star sets and star complements exist for any 
eigenvalue of a graph, and they need not to be unique. The basic properties of star sets 
are established in Chapter 7 of [2].

In [5], it was proved that if Y ⊂ X then X \ Y is a star set for μ in G − Y ; thus 
the induced subgraph G − Y also has H as a star complement for μ. If G has H as a 
star complement for μ, and G is not a proper induced subgraph of some other graph 
with H as a star complement for μ, then G is a maximal graph with star complement H
for μ (we also say that it is an H-maximal graph for μ). In general, there will be various 
different maximal graphs, possibly of different orders, but sometimes there is a unique 
maximal graph.

In 2007, Stanić [11] investigated the maximal graphs with star Sm as a star comple-
ment for λ2 = 1. In Section 3 of this paper, we study the maximal graphs with Sm as a 
star complement for −2. We prove that S3, S4, S13, S14, S21, S23 and S30 are the only 
stars which can be star complements for −2. Also the maximal graphs with S3, S4, S13

and S21 as star complements for −2 are described. For H = S3, there is a unique max-
imal graph. For H = S4, there are two non-isomorphic maximal graphs. For H = S13
and S21, there are various different maximal graphs, possibly of different orders.

In 1999, Jackson and Rowlinson [8] studied all regular graphs with K2,5 as a star 
complement. In 2010, Rowlinson and Tayfeh-Rezaie [9] discussed the regular graphs with 
star K1,s as a star complement. More generally, Rowlinson [10] considered the bipartite 
graphs with complete bipartite Kr,s as a star complement in 2014. In Section 4, we will 
study the regular graphs with K2,s (s ≥ 2) as a star complement for an eigenvalue μ.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we note properties of star sets and star complements that will be 
required in the sequel. The following result, known as the Reconstruction Theorem (and 
its converse), is fundamental to the theory of star complements.

Theorem 2.1 ([2]). Let X be a set of k vertices in the graph G. Suppose that G has 
adjacency matrix

(
AX BT

B C

)
,

where AX is the adjacency matrix of the subgraph induced by X. Then X is a star set 
for μ in G if and only if μ is not an eigenvalue of C and

μI −AX = BT(μI − C)−1B. (2.1)
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